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a b s t r a c t

Manipulation of submicrometer particles in Lab-on-a-Chip systems using acoustophoresis is

challenging due to the effect of acoustic streaming. We numerically study the transition from

radiation force dominated to streaming-induced drag force dominated acoustophoresis using

the fundamental and higher-order resonances of a water-filled rectangular microchannel. We

consider the cases of single mode excitation and simultaneous double mode excitation. The

acoustic fields at resonance are calculated using a second-order perturbation expansion of

the thermoviscous acoustic problem. We show that the acoustophoretic forces using simul-

taneous mode excitation can be obtained from a linear combination of the single mode forces.

We find that the critical size of suspended particles at the transition scales inversely with the

square root of the resonance frequency. Particle tracing shows radiation-dominated concen-

tration of 800 nm diameter polystyrene particles using the fifth-order resonance at 9.8 MHz.

For smaller particles we find a streaming-assisted concentration regime where particles are

concentrated into the streaming regions close to the walls. In case of double mode excitation,

the particle concentrations increase a factor 4 to 18 times for 200 nm to 800 nm particles

respectively. We include the numerical model, consisting of a COMSOL implementation and

MATLAB control script, as supplemental material.

© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

One of the operations in a Lab-on-a-Chip is the manipulation of suspended microparticles (such as bacteria, fat droplets,

plastic microbeads or human cells) in a bulk fluid (like water, milk or blood) [1]. A popular method is ultrasonic acoustophoresis

which uses sound waves for the particle manipulation. Over the last decade there have been significant developments in the

theory, implementation and application of ultrasonic acoustophoresis in Lab-on-a-Chip systems [2–5]. The processing of submi-

crometer particles (with a diameter smaller than a micrometer) is of great interest for applications in microbiological analysis,

food and drinking water quality analysis and biomedicine. However, the application of acoustophoretic focusing of submicrom-

eter particles is limited due to acoustic streaming flow [6,7], which typically becomes the dominant effect for particles smaller

than a few micrometer. Accordingly, there is an ongoing interest in engineering streaming flow patterns which allow focusing

of smaller particles.

Significant theoretical and experimental work has been done on the fundamental, half-wavelength (𝜆∕2) resonance in a

rectangular geometry by Bruus and coworkers [3,8–11]. The fundamental resonance often provides an optimal geometry with
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low complexity for acoustic focusing. It generates a single concentration node in the center of the channel for acoustically

hard particles (with a positive acoustic contrast factor), preventing clogging or adsorption on the walls and allows straightfor-

ward separation of the concentrated stream using a trifurcation at the end of the channel. The lower size limit of such systems

for polystyrene (PS) beads in water is around 1 μm for a resonance frequency around 2 MHz (corresponding to a rectangular

microchannel of approximately 375 μm wide). A higher operation frequency increases the strength of the acoustic radiation

force relative to the Stokes drag force, and subsequently lowers the size limit, but also leads to a smaller width w of the channel

due to the resonance condition for the fundamental resonance, w = n ⋅ 𝜆∕2 with mode number n equal to one. To compensate

for the lower throughput one could use multiple parallel channels [12].

Higher-order modes at higher frequencies allow combination of a wider channel with a stronger radiation force compared

with the fundamental resonance [13]. Nilsson et al. used the first harmonic mode (2𝜆∕2) at 1.96 MHz to achieve focusability

of 5 μm diameter polyamide beads in water, as the acoustic radiation force at fundamental resonance was too weak [14]. They

also showed operation at the second harmonic (3𝜆∕2) and third harmonic (4𝜆∕2) modes but did not measure the performance

of these modes as this would require a more complex chip design for separation using the increased number of concentration

nodes. Most other research done on higher-order modes work in the limit of dominant acoustic radiation force, i.e. above the

lower size limit. Grenvall et al. used the first and second-harmonic mode to separate acoustically hard and soft components

and cells from raw milk [15,16]. They show that the fundamental resonance causes severe clogging because the soft lipids

are concentrated in the two anti-nodes close to the walls where they adhere and accumulate. The fundamental and the two

harmonic modes are all excited around 2 MHz and were implemented by using various channel widths. The higher-order modes

provide an improved geometry for separation of hard and soft particles. However, because the excitation frequency is the same

for all modes, there is no relative increase of the strength of the acoustic radiation force by using a higher frequency. Kothapalli

et al. also used the first-harmonic mode for simultaneous concentration of polymer beads and polymer-shelled microbubbles

[17].

There is some literature on acoustophoresis using temporally and spatially combined modes. Switching between modes can

be used to separate beads with different sizes [2,18]. Liu et al. separate 5 and 10 μm PS beads into two parallel streams by

switching between the fundamental and second harmonic (3𝜆∕2) based on the dependence of particle concentration speed on

particle size [19]. The same effect is used in free flow acoustophoresis using the fundamental resonance [20]. Cho et al. sweep

back and forth between modes n = 4 to n = 7 by changing the excitation frequency from 1.8 MHz to 3.1 MHz, sweeping 10 μm

PS particles towards one side of the channel.

Other researchers combine resonances in two dimensions to increase control over the concentration process. Grenvall et

al. show two-dimensional particle focusing with two orthogonal fundamental resonances at 2 and 5.3 MHz for microchip

impedance spectroscopy of 3, 5 and 7 μm PS beads and red blood cells [21]. In other work they combined two orthogonal

fundamental resonances to improve particle sorting, but these modes were on different location on chip, i.e. spatially separated

[22]. Leibacher and coworkers used a two-dimensional (2D) mode at 870 kHz to study acoustophoresis of hollow and core-shell

particles [23].

Antfolk and coworkers reported on focusing 500 nm diameter polystyrene beads and E. coli bacteria in water using a 2D

half-wavelength mode in a square microchannel [24]. The numerical analysis suggests that, even though the Stokes drag force

due to the acoustic streaming is the dominant force, focusing is achieved because the acoustic radiation force causes slight

displacements from the otherwise closed streamlines, causing the particles to spiral inwards. This observation provides a path

towards lowering the size limit of acoustophoresis.

Little research has been done on acoustophoresis using simultaneous excitation of multiple higher-order modes in the acous-

tic streaming dominated limit. The rectangular geometry by Bruus and coworkers is well studied, both theoretically as well as

experimentally, and therefore serves well as a reference system. In this paper, we shortly discuss the theoretical framework

and numerical model developed by Muller et al. [9] for single resonances and explicitly extend it to combinations of modes.

Such an extension was mentioned earlier [24,25]. Next we numerically study submicroparticle acoustophoresis in the acoustic

streaming dominated limit using the fundamental resonance mode and the next four harmonic modes (n = 1 to 5), for the cases

of single and simultaneous excitation. We show that a higher excitation frequency as well as simultaneous excitation of two

modes significantly improves the lower particle limit for acoustophoretic concentration.

2. Theoretical background

In this section we give theoretical background of the thermoviscous acoustic theory for the fields and forces. As basis we use

the study of a single resonance in a water-filled rectangular channel by Muller et al. who used a perturbation series to solve the

governing equations [9]. We show that the acoustic fields and time-averaged acoustic forces calculated for single resonances can

be added in a linear superposition to find the fields in case of multiple simultaneously excited modes at different frequencies.

Finally the acoustic radiation force and Stokes’ drag force are then calculated from the linear superposition of fields.

2.1. First and second order acoustic fields

The first and second-order fields are calculated using the continuity equations for mass, momentum and energy. We assume

no flow in the absence of the acoustic disturbance, 𝐯0 = 0. Also we assume a harmonic time dependence for all first-order fields,

i.e. g1(𝐫, t) = Re{g1(𝐫)e−i𝜔t} with 𝜔 being the acoustic frequency. Note that generally g1(𝐫) is complex, with its argument (i.e.
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phase) depending on the time delay with respect to the driving field.

The first-order equations are linear in first-order fields and therefore separate solutions calculated with different frequencies

can be added linearly to obtain the solution in which these resonances are excited simultaneously. Using the first-order equa-

tions the first-order contributions to the perturbations series of the temperature T , density 𝜌 and flow velocity 𝐯 are calculated.

Because the first-order terms have a harmonic time dependence, the second-order terms which are products of two first-

order variables, e.g. 𝜌1𝐯1, introduce second-order terms which also have a harmonic time dependence but with either the sum

or difference frequency of the two first-order terms. Note that if the frequencies of the two terms are equal, then the result is a

steady (time independent) term and an unsteady, oscillating term with doubled frequency.

In typical acoustophoretic microfluidic experiments only the steady components are observed because the oscillating fields

are too fast to be resolved. Therefore we take the time average of the second-order mass and momentum continuity equations

from which the time-averaged velocity and density is calculated. These second-order equations do not depend on T2. On the

other hand, the time-averaged second-order energy continuity equation does only depend on T2 and first-order terms and does

not contribute to other second-order terms [9]. For calculation of the acoustic forces, which do not depend on the second-order

temperature, it is therefore sufficient to solve the time-averaged second-order continuity equations for mass and momentum

only. Note that after time-averaging only steady terms are left.

In case of multiple simultaneous excitation frequencies, removing all non-steady components by time averaging is only

realistic if the lowest frequency components, the difference frequencies |𝜔j −𝜔k| for j ≠ k, are still much larger than the tem-

poral resolution of typical experiments. This assumption is valid for the resonances considered in this paper and for typical

acoustophoretic experiments. In the case of N simultaneous excitation frequencies, second-order terms consisting of a product

of first-order terms can be written as

⟨𝜌1𝐯1⟩ =
⟨(

N∑
j=1

𝜌
𝜔j

1
(𝐫, t)

)(
N∑

j=1

𝐯𝜔j

1
(𝐫, t)

)⟩
=

N∑
j=1

N∑
k=1

⟨
𝜌
𝜔j

1
(𝐫, t)𝐯𝜔k

1
(𝐫, t)

⟩
. (1)

Products of terms containing unequal frequencies (𝜔j ≠ 𝜔k) do not contain steady terms and are removed by the time averaging,

resulting in

⟨𝜌1𝐯1⟩ = N∑
j=1

⟨
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1
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= 1
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Re
{
𝜌
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1
(𝐫)𝐯𝜔j∗

1
(𝐫)

}
. (2)

Note that the result in equation (2) contains only time-independent terms, for each acoustic frequency. Therefore also the

second-order equations separate linearly into equations for each excitation frequency. As with the first-order solutions, one is

allowed to calculate separate solutions for each excitation frequency and to linearly combine them up to time-averaged second

order to find the solution in the case of simultaneous excitation.

2.2. Time-averaged forces on a suspended microparticle

The time-averaged acoustic forces on a suspended microparticle in a fluid are the acoustic radiation force 𝐅rad due to scatter-

ing of the acoustic waves from the particle and the Stokes drag force 𝐅drag due to steady acoustic streaming. The time-averaged

acoustic radiation force resulting from a single resonance, acting on a thermoelastic microparticle of radius a in a thermoviscous

fluid is [25].

𝐅rad = −𝜋a3
[

2

3
𝜅T ⟨cMp1∇p1⟩ − 𝜌0 ⟨cD𝐯1 ⋅∇𝐯1⟩] (3)

with cM and cD the complex-valued monopole and dipole scattering coefficients respectively, which we write in shorthand as

cM = cM1 + cM2H

1 + cM3H
and cD = cD1(1 − G)

cD1 + 3(1 − G)
(4)

with the parameters defined in Appendix A. The subcoefficients are functions of material properties only, while the functions H

and G also depend on the particle radius and acoustic resonance frequency.

The time-averaged Stokes drag force 𝐅drag acting on a spherical particle of radius a moving with a velocity 𝐮 in a steady

acoustic streaming flow with velocity 𝐯2 due to a single acoustic resonance is given by

𝐅drag = 6𝜋𝜂0a
(
𝐯2 − 𝐮

)
. (5)

valid for particles sufficiently far from the walls [26,27]. Both forces are time-averaged second-order quantities. As discussed in

the previous section, the forces in case of simultaneous excitation of multiple resonances can be found by linear addition of the

forces calculated for single resonances.
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Table 1

Parameter values used for pure water and polystyrene microparticles.

General parameters

Ambient temperature T0 25 ◦C

Ambient pressure pamb 1.013 × 105 Pa

Pure water

Mass densitya 𝜌0 9.971 × 102 kg m−3

Shear viscosityb 𝜂0 8.900 × 10−4 Pas

Bulk viscosityc 𝜂b
0

2.485 × 10−3 Pas

Heat capacitya Cp 4.181 × 103 J kg−1K−1

Heat capacity ratioa 𝛾 1.011

Thermal expansionb 𝛼p 2.573 × 10−4 K−1

Thermal conductivityd kth 6.065 × 10−1 Wm−1 K−1

Isothermal compressibilitya 𝜅T 4.525 × 10−10 Pa−1

Speed of sounda cs 1.497 × 103 m s−1

Thermal sensitivity of 𝜂b 1

𝜂0

𝜕𝜂

𝜕T
−2.278 × 10−2 K−1

Density sensitivity of 𝜂a 1

𝜂0

𝜕𝜂

𝜕𝜌
−3.472 × 10−4 kg

−1
m3

Thermal sensitivity of 𝜂bc 1

𝜂b
0

𝜕𝜂b

𝜕T
−2.584 × 10−2 K−1

Polystyrene particles

Mass density [8] 𝜌ps 1.050 × 103 kg
−1

m3

Poisson’s ratio [28] 𝜎ps 0.35

Heat capacity [29] Cp,ps 1.22 × 103 J kg−1K−1

Heat capacity ratio [25] 𝛾ps 1.04

Thermal expansion [25] 𝛼p,ps 2.09 × 10−4 K−1

Thermal conductivity [30] kth,ps 1.40 × 10−1 W m−1 K−1

Isentropic compressibilitye 𝜅s,ps 2.38 × 10−10 Pa−1

Speed of sound [31] cs,ps 2.350 × 103 m s−1

Transverse speed of soundf ct,ps 1.068 × 103 m s−1

a From polynomial fit from Ref. [9], based on data from Ref. [32].
b From polynomial fit from Ref. [9], based on data from Ref. [33].
c From polynomial fit from Ref. [9], based on data from Ref. [34].
d From polynomial fit from Ref. [9], based on data from Ref. [35].
e Calculated as 𝜅s,ps =

3(1−𝜎ps )

(1+𝜎ps)(𝜌psc2
s,ps )

from Ref. [36].

f Calculated as ct,ps =
[

3

4

(
c2

s,ps
− 1

𝜌ps𝜅s,ps

)]1∕2

from Ref. [25].

3. Numerical implementation

The model is implemented using Finite Element Method (FEM) in the software package COMSOL Multiphysics (version 4.4,

COMSOL Inc.) and is based on a previously published implementation by Muller and Bruus [37]. The model uses the adiabatic

approximation for improved simulation speed and lowered complexity. We adapted their implementation to the thermoviscous

case described in Ref. [9], used different boundary conditions and optimized the mesh for higher-order modes. See Table 1 for

the parameters used in the calculations. The equations for the first and second-order fields are cast in weak form [38] and then

implemented in COMSOL using the Weak Form PDE-module. The FEM model is controlled from MATLAB (version R2013a, The

Mathworks Inc.), such as setting parameters and evaluating the results, for increased flexibility. After calculation the fields are

exported to MATLAB, after which the acoustophoretic forces are calculated and particle tracing is performed. Both COMSOL

model as MATLAB control script are included in the supplemental material.

We study the first five resonances in a water-filled microchannel with rectangular cross section with width w = 380 μm and

height h = 160 μm in which the acoustic cavity is formed by the two vertical walls at x = ±w∕2, see Fig. 1. A mode with mode

number n is excited by setting the angular excitation frequency 𝜔 equal to the resonance frequency 𝜔n , which in case of a loss-

less cavity means fulfilling the resonance condition n𝜆∕2 = w or equivalently 𝜔n = 𝜋n ⋅ cs∕w. The exact resonance frequencies

are determined using a frequency sweep.

3.1. Governing equations and boundary conditions

The walls are assumed to be infinitely hard, have an infinite heat conduction and impose a no-slip condition for the velocity.

The resonances are excited through a boundary condition for the first-order velocity 𝐯1 on the vertical walls imposing an oscil-

lation with amplitude vbc = 𝜔 ⋅ d0 with displacement d0 = 0.1 nm. Optimal coupling to the symmetric (even n) and asymmetric

(odd n) modes is ensured by taking their symmetry into account at the boundary conditions, see equation (6e). The symmetry

boundary in first order is given by a zero orthogonal velocity component (v1y) and zero orthogonal derivative of the parallel
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Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the cross-section of the numerically studied microchannel with width w = 380 μm and height h = 160 μm. The numerical domain Ω
contains the upper half of the microchannel due to symmetry of the fields and thus consists of three walls and a symmetry boundary: a hard upper wall, two oscillating

vertical side walls and a symmetry boundary at y = 0. The hatched region indicates the upper right quadrant. (b) Illustration of the optimized mesh used for discretization

of the domain. The green region on the left is indicated in the right upper corner in figure (a) and shows the mesh in the bulk and the finer mesh at the walls. A zoom-in

of the fine boundary mesh in the upper right corner of the domain is shown in orange on the right. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the

reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

velocity component (𝜕yv1x). In second order the same conditions are applied to the mass flow instead of the velocity. Lastly, to

select a solution for the second-order pressure we set the spatial average of p2 to zero using a Lagrange multiplier.

The following boundary conditions are used together with the first and second-order equations:

T = T0 on all walls, (6a)

𝐯 = 𝐯1 = 𝐯2 = 0 on top wall, (6b)

𝐯1y = 𝐯2 = 0 on side walls, (6c)

𝐯1x = vbc exp(−i𝜔t) on left wall, (6d)

𝐯1x =

{
vbc exp(−i𝜔t) n odd

−vbc exp(−i𝜔t) n even
on right wall, (6e)

𝐯1y = 0 on symmetry boundary, (6f)

𝜕y𝐯1x = 0 on symmetry boundary, (6g)

𝐯2y = 0 on symmetry boundary, (6h)

𝜕y(𝜌1𝐯1x + 𝜌0𝐯2x) = 0 on symmetry boundary. (6i)

In Refs. [9] and [37] a nonzero 𝐯2 boundary condition for the actuated walls was used to ensure a zero mass flow through the

walls by compensating for the second-order term 𝜌1𝐯1, while the zero boundary condition as above was used in Refs. [8] and

[10]. The difference between the non-zero or zero boundary condition stems from interpreting the velocity at the actuated wall

either as a Lagrangian or an Eulerian quantity, respectively. In the first case, one takes into account the fact that the wall on

which the boundary condition is applied is moving. The resulting non-zero 𝐯2 flow is a few orders of magnitude smaller than

the streaming velocity in the channel and therefore the difference with our choice is negligible.
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Fig. 2. Mesh convergence C of the optimized mesh. The dashed line indicates a relative convergence of 1 × 10−3 .

3.2. Numerical mesh and convergence

The numerical domain is discretized using rectangular mesh elements and is divided into two regions; a boundary region

close to the walls with a width wb and a coarser inner domain, as illustrated in Fig. 1b. The inner domain is divided into Nx and

Ny elements, which set the number of mesh cells in the x and y direction, respectively. The boundary region has a finer mesh

compared with the inner domain to properly resolve the viscous boundary layer generating the acoustic streaming. To ensure

that the viscous boundary layer is properly resolved for all modes, we set wb = 10 ⋅ 𝛿𝜔1
s = 3.6 μm with 𝛿

𝜔1
s =

√
2𝜂0∕(𝜌0𝜔1) as

the length scale of the boundary layer in case of the fundamental resonance. The boundary region is split into Nb slices running

parallel to the walls. The thickness of the slices follows a geometric sequence with a ratio Rb , being finest close to the wall. The

slices are split in the direction parallel to the walls using the size of the mesh cells nearby in the inner region. This leads to

strongly elongated rectangular mesh elements close to the walls.

To balance calculation accuracy with simulation cost (calculation time and memory requirements) a metric is needed for the

accuracy of a solution g as function of mesh parameters. The relative convergence parameter C(g) as defined in Ref. [8] is given

as

C(g) =

√√√√ ∫
(

g − gref

)2
dx dy

∫ g2
ref

dx dy
(7)

which gives the relative convergence of the solution g with respect to the reference solution gref. The free mesh parameters

are varied such that convergence measured as C(g) is better than 1 × 10−3 for all fields and for all modes while keeping the

number of domain elements as low as possible. We calculate the reference solution gref on a finer mesh which has the free mesh

parameters Nx, Ny and Nb doubled in value compared with the optimized mesh for g.

The optimized mesh has parameters Nx = 71, Ny = 6, Nb = 5 and Rb = 9 leading to mesh elements in the inner region mea-

suring 5.5 × 12.5 μm and the finest mesh elements in the upper corners measuring 0.19 μm × 0.19 μm, see Fig. 1b. The relative

convergence of this mesh for the modes is shown in Fig. 2. All fields are well under the convergence criterion C(g) < 1 × 10−3.

Higher-order modes are more demanding compared with the fundamental mode due to larger spatial derivatives, and likewise

for the second-order fields compared with first-order. The most demanding is x-component of the second-order velocity, which

has a value of 8.6 × 10−4 for the n = 5 mode. The optimized mesh is used for all calculations.

3.3. Particle tracing

After calculation of the first and second-order fields we can calculate the forces on a suspended polystyrene microparticle in

water for each mode using equations (3) and (5) and calculate the total force𝐅total for a particle of radius a by linear superposition

𝐅total(a, 𝜔) =
5∑

j=1

cj

(
𝐅𝜔j

rad
+ 𝐅𝜔j

drag

)
(8)

with cj ≥ 0 the contribution from the mode with mode number j, having angular resonance frequency 𝜔j. The contributions

cj relate directly to the piezo excitation voltage in experiments. The acoustophoretic particle tracks are calculated by solving
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Newton’s equation of motion

m
d𝐮
dt

= 𝐅total (9)

with m the mass of the particle and assuming point-like particles. We neglect other forces like gravity, buoyancy, particle-

particle and particle-fluid interactions. The calculation is performed in MATLAB for improved speed using the following steps: 1)

the radiation force and streaming flow fields are imported from COMSOL, 2) the total force field is calculated, and 3) the equation

of motion, resulting in 2 coupled ODEs, is solved using the built-in ODE15s-solver with variable time stepping. The tracks are

calculated for 304 particle starting positions homogeneously dispersed over the calculation domain (1 position per 10 μm2)

and for particle diameters 2a equal to 50, 100, 200, 300, 400, 500, 600, 700, 800, 900, 1000, 1500 and 2000 nm respectively.

The particle velocity at t = 0 is set to zero and a sticky boundary condition is used on the walls, i.e. the position is fixed when

touching the wall. Each particle track is calculated from t = 0 to t = 60 seconds.

3.4. Computational requirements

All fields use third-order basis functions (cubic Lagrange functions) for discretization on the mesh except the velocity fields

𝐯1 and 𝐯2 which use fourth-order functions (quartic Lagrange functions). The optimized mesh consists of 891 domain elements

and 287 boundary elements, which combined with the basis functions leads to 86333◦ of freedom per mode. Simultaneous

calculation of the first and second-order fields of the five modes takes 69 s and requires 5.6 GB of RAM. The simulation time for

the particle tracing depends on the acoustophoretic forces and thus on mode and particle size, as the solver adjusts to smaller

time steps in case of a larger force and particle acceleration. In case of single-mode excitation the average calculation time is

6.1 s for the n = 1 mode increasing to 66.7 s for n = 5. Combinations of modes require a calculation time of the same order

of magnitude. Calculations were performed on a desktop computer with two Intel Xeon E5-2650 CPUs, 64 GB RAM and 64 bit

Windows 7.

4. Results

4.1. Resonance analysis and acoustic fields for single excitations

The resonance frequency for each mode is found by performing a frequency sweep, the result is shown in Table 2. We use

the superscript a to indicate the amplitude of the field which we take to be the maximum value of the field in the fluid. We also

note that |g2∕g1| < 10−3 such that the perturbation expansion is valid.

Compared with the fundamental resonance, first-order fields of the higher order modes are spatial multiples with higher

amplitudes. The spatial dependence and amplitudes found for the first and second-order fields are consistent with experiments

[10,11,27,39–41].

The second-order pressure p2 varies harmonically in the x direction with a doubled period compared with the first-order

pressure (not shown). The streaming velocity 𝐯2 for the modes n = 1 to 5 is shown in Fig. 3. Only the upper-right quadrant of

the rectangular microchannel is shown for visibility of the details. The streaming velocity is mirror symmetric around the lines

x = 0 and y = 0, i.e. the streaming flow shown for n = 1 represents the typical pattern of four flow rolls (one per quadrant).

The streaming flow has a more complex spatial dependence than the previously discussed fields. It is driven from the viscous

boundary layer at the upper wall due to the term ⟨𝜌1𝐯1⟩ in the second-order mass continuity equation (see Ref. [9]), thereby

driving bulk rolls in the rest of the channel. The number of driving regions per quadrant is equal to the mode number n with the

driving direction alternating, resulting in n counter rotating neighboring rolls with a horizontal extension of 𝜆∕(2n). The centers

of the rolls are located at x = w∕(2n) ⋅ (j − 1∕2) with j = 1,… , n. The alternating rotation direction also leads to vertical flow

between the rolls which is alternating in direction. The rolls extend 𝜆∕4 vertically given enough space, which is the case for

modes n = 4 and 5, and partially for n = 3, as indicated with the dashed lines placed a quarter wavelength away from the upper

wall. This creates a relatively streaming-free region in the center of the microchannel, akin to the effect of increasing the aspect

ratio h∕w [8]. Using higher-order modes thus provides two advantages over fundamental resonances in acoustophoresis. First,

the higher frequency leads to a relatively stronger acoustic radiation force compared with the Stokes’ drag force, lowering the

lower size limit. Second, the spatial extent of the bulk rolls is smaller, thus creating a larger region with relatively low influence

of the acoustic streaming flow. The bulk rolls for a particular mode are all very similar in structure. The rolls closest to the

Table 2

Resonance parameters found by excitation frequency sweep and maximum values of first-order and second-order fields at resonance.

n fres [MHz] fgeo [MHz] Q Δf [kHz] Eac,res [Jm−3] va
1

[ms−1] pa
1

[MPa] Ta
1

[mK] va
2

[mms−1 ] pa
2

[Pa]

1 1.96701(1) 1.969 416 4.72(9) 106.(1) 0.6989 0.9741 17.92 0.1054 106.3

2 3.93538(6) 3.939 579 6.79(6) 205.(6) 0.9729 1.357 24.97 0.2049 206.3

3 5.90398(7) 5.908 695 8.49(8) 295.(9) 1.168 1.629 29.98 0.2926 297.4

4 7.87270(4) 7.877 783 10.0(5) 375.(9) 1.317 1.838 33.82 0.3689 378.5

5 9.84149(6) 9.847 890 11.5(5) 445.(4) 1.436 2.003 36.85 0.4339 449.3
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Fig. 3. Time-averaged second-order velocity 𝐯2 (arrows) and its magnitude [color scale ranging from 0 (dark) to 75% of the maximum va
2

(light), see Table 2] for modes

n = 1 to 5 in the upper right quadrant of the microchannel (see Fig. 1). The dashed line for modes n = 3, 4, 5 is placed a distance 𝜆∕4 away from the upper wall. (For

interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

vertical wall (the most right roll in each quadrant) are influenced by the no-slip condition on the wall, slowing these rolls down

and thereby pushing the rolls slightly towards the driving region. This effect is more pronounced for higher order modes.

4.2. Particle tracing with single-mode excitation

The particle tracks obtained with particle tracing can be compared with experimentally obtained tracks as verification of

the simulation results but also to test the efficiency of different excitation modes for acoustophoretic concentration of particles.

In case of single mode excitation we excite only one mode for the calculation of the forces in equation (8): for excitation with

mode number n we set cn = 1 and the other coefficients equal to zero. We first show the results for the n = 2 mode to explain

the mechanism of streaming-assisted acoustophoretic concentration in the case of single-mode excitation, after which we show
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Fig. 4. Time-averaged radiation force 𝐅rad (arrows) and its magnitude [color scale ranging from 0 (dark) to 94.4 pN (light)] for mode n = 2 in the upper half of the

microchannel (see Fig. 1). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

results for the all five resonances.

The time-averaged radiation force 𝐅rad for the n = 2 mode in the upper-half of the microchannel is shown in Fig. 4. The

radiation force is nearly constant over the height of the channel and is spatially doubled compared with the force generated

by fundamental mode. If all other forces can be neglected, which is the case in the radiation-dominated regime, particles are

pushed into two vertical regions located at x = ±𝜆∕4. In typical acoustophoretic concentrators, the vertical sheets containing a

high concentration of particles are then separated from the rest of the flow by vertical splitting of the microchannel.

However, in streaming-dominated acoustophoresis the particles are not concentrated into a region but instead follow the

rotating streaming flow. To study the transition from radiation-dominated to the streaming-dominated acoustophoresis we

study particle tracing of PS particles with a diameter 2a = 1 μm using the first harmonic mode (n = 2) at f = 3.9 MHz, which is

in the intermittent regime. In the particle tracing we include the radiation force shown in Fig. 4 and the streaming-induced drag

force due to the streaming field shown in Fig. 3 for n = 2. The results are shown in Fig. 5, showing the initial particle positions

and the positions and tracks at three subsequent times after particle release at t = 0. At t = 0.42 s we see the development of

two regions with different particle movement. A streaming flow dominated region is visible close to the top horizontal wall

where the particles follow the rotating streaming flow. In the rest of the channel the drag force and the acoustic radiation force

constructively combine to push particles into vertical sheets located at x = ±𝜆∕4. At time t = 1.02 s most particles from the

bulk of the channel are concentrated into the vertical sheets. The particles are then conveyed upwards towards the streaming-

dominated region due to the streaming flow which has an upward component. After time t = 2.70 s all particles are in the

streaming-dominated region where they will stay and circulate.

In this intermittent region we see a combination of particle behavior from streaming-dominated and radiation-dominated

acoustophoresis. Particles relatively far from the streaming source initially gather into the vertical sheets, but are then dragged

towards the horizontal walls. This mechanism is also observed in experiments [10]. For 2a = 1 μm particles in the n = 2 mode

we see that all particles from the bulk finally end up in the horizontal streaming regions (in both upper and lower half of the

channel), an effect we call streaming-assisted acoustophoretic concentration.

For definition of a metric for the concentration enhancement we vertically divide the microchannel into three regions, mim-

icking a vertical microchannel trifurcation: a depleted region centered around y = 0 with a vertical thickness hdep and two

concentration regions extending from y = ±hdep∕2 to ±h∕2, respectively. hdep is calculated from the vertical particle position

distribution such that the center region contains 5% of the particles and the other regions at the top and bottom contain 95% of

the particles together. We then define the relative concentration enhancement CE = hdep∕h, such that CE ≈ 0 when the parti-

cles are located over the full extent of the channel (in that case hdep ≈ 0) while CE = 1 when 95% of the particles are concentrated

in thin horizontal layers at the horizontal walls (in that case the center of the channel is almost depleted and hdep = h). Using

this definition we calculate CE = 0.06, 0.09, 0.19 and 0.72 at times t = 0, 0.42, 1.02 and 2.70 s for the 2a = 1 μm particles using

the n = 2 mode, showing the time development of the concentration of particles in the horizontal streaming layer.

In Fig. 6 we show the concentration enhancements for modes n = 1 to n = 5 calculated from particle tracing of PS particles

with diameters from 50 nm up to 2 μm. The values are calculated as the average over the period t = 50 to 60 s and the shaded

area has a thickness equal to twice the standard deviation during that period.

The same trend is visible for each mode. Large particles are first concentrated into vertical nodes due to the dominant radi-

ation force, but end up at the horizontal walls due to the conveyor mechanism explained earlier. This leads to the horizon-

tal plateau at the right side of the graph. Smaller particles are also concentrated but into a layer whose thickness increases

with decreasing particle size. For very small particles no concentration occurs and particle motion is fully described by rotating

streaming flow. The transition from almost complete concentration at the topsides (CE ≈ 1) to concentration in a more extended

boundary layer occurs when the magnitude of the streaming-induced drag force becomes of the same order as the radiation

force. From the governing equations we find a dependence on frequency and particle size for the forces to be 𝐅rad ∝ a3 ⋅ f 2

and 𝐅drag ∝ a ⋅ f and the ratio of radiation to drag force becomes Rr∕d ∝ a2 ⋅ f . The frequency dependence of the critical particle

radius a∗ is found by setting the ratio to one and leads to a∗ ∝ f−1∕2. A higher frequency thus leads to lowering of the critical

particle size with a scaling f−1∕2 which matches the results in Fig. 6. Using this scaling we estimate the critical particle diameters

for mode n = 1 to n = 5 to be approximately 1.8, 1.3, 1.1, 0.9 and 0.8 μm respectively. Furthermore, the slope of CE as function

of particle diameter for particles smaller than the critical particle size can be estimated from Rr∕d which suggests a slope of a ⋅ f .

This quadratic dependence on particle size is observed for n = 1 but not for the other modes. However the approximately linear
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Fig. 5. Calculated particle tracks for a PS particle with diameter 2a = 1 μm using n = 2 mode excitation at time (a) t = 0 s, (b) t = 0.42 s, (c) t = 1.02 s and (d) t = 2.70 s.

The particle positions are indicated with a dot while the tracks are indicated with lines [color scale indicating local particle velocity magnitude ranging from 0 (dark) to

160 μm s−1 (light) for all figures]. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

dependence of the slope on frequency is clearly visible and thus the force ratio can be used as a relatively simple and useful

indicator for scale.

As an estimation of concentration speed we also calculate the time at which the concentration enhancement reaches a value

of CEmin for the first time during t = 0 and t = 60 s, with CEmin being the minimum value of CE during t = 50 and t = 60 s.

The average time over all modes and particle sizes is 12.4 s, with a minimum time of 0.6 s and a maximum time of 46.8 s. To

compare with classical acoustophoresis experiments we estimate the time required for 3 μm diameter PS particles in the n = 1

mode to all gather into the vertical sheet at x = 0, which takes approximately 6 s. Concentration of submicrometer particles

using streaming-assisted acoustophoresis using these modes is thus expected to be up to a factor 8 slower in experiments

compared with classic acoustophoresis with small particles in the micrometer range.

4.3. Particle tracing with double-mode excitation

In this section we study the concentration of submicrometer particles using simultaneous excitation of two modes. We

calculate the acoustophoretic forces using equation (7) with two coefficients cj equal to 1 and the rest equal to zero, perform

particle tracing with the same parameters as in the previous section and calculate the concentration enhancement for various

mode combinations as function of particle size.

The results for five excitation combinations are shown in Fig. 7 where we omitted the largest particle sizes for clarity of the

graph. Generally the same trends are visible as in the case of single mode excitation, except for the combined n = 1 and n = 5
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Fig. 6. Concentration enhancement calculated from particle tracks using single mode excitation for modes n = 1 to n = 5 for PS particle diameters from 50 nm up to 2 μm.

The values are calculated as the average over the period t = 50 to 60 s and the shaded area has a thickness equal to twice the standard deviation during that period.

Fig. 7. Concentration enhancement calculated from particle tracks in the case of simultaneous excitation of two modes for PS particles with diameters ranging from 50 nm

up to 900 nm. Note the different particle size range compared with Fig. 6. The values are calculated as the average over the period t = 50 to 60 s and the shaded area has a

thickness equal to twice the standard deviation during that period.

(indicated as 1 + 5) mode which shows zero concentration enhancement for all particle diameters except 50 and 100 nm. The

same effect but with varying cut-off size also occurs for other double excitations modes not shown in this graph (modes 1 + 4,

2 + 3, 2 + 5, 3 + 5 and 4 + 5). CE is zero because more than 5% of the particles are concentrated in the channel center at the

line y = 0 instead of at the horizontal walls. This can be explained as follows. For single mode excitation, the drag force in the

regions between the streaming rolls only has a vertical component whose direction alternates between towards and away from

the channel center (see section 4.1). The radiation force pushes particles into the regions with upwards streaming drag and

out from regions with downward streaming drag in the upper half of the channel (compare Figs. 3 and 4 for n = 2). In case of

combined modes the radiation force and streaming drag force are not necessarily aligned in the same manner. For example, the

radiation force contribution from n = 5 in the 1 + 5 combination pushes particles towards the vertical line x ≈ 2w∕5 = 152 μm,

while the n = 5 contribution to the streaming drag force is very small in the microchannel center. The contribution from the

n = 1 mode is the opposite: the radiation force is much smaller and neglectable due to the lower frequency but the streaming

for n = 1 extends over the full height of the channel, with a downward component at the vertical plane at x ≈ 2w∕5 = 152 μm.

The combination of forces leads to a fraction of particles being concentrated at the positions (x, y) = (±2w∕5, 0), while the rest

is concentrated in the streaming rolls close to the horizontal walls. This effect is a combination of geometry and force scaling

(dependence on a, f ) and might be used for particle size selective concentration through proper choice of mode strengths (cj).

The other modes shown in Fig. 7 perform better than their single mode counterparts in concentrating particles at the hor-

izontal walls. The 1 + 2 excitation shows better concentration (higher CE) for all particles sizes compared with the n = 1 and

n = 2 modes. The 1 + 3, 2 + 4 and 3 + 4 combinations concentrate particles smaller than 600 nm better than the best single
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Fig. 8. Particle tracks and concentration enhancement vs. time for PS particles with diameter 2a = 100 nm with simultaneous excitation of the n = 2 and n = 4 modes. (a)

Calculated particle tracks at time t = 12.0 s. The particle positions are indicated with a dot while the tracks are indicated with lines [color scale indicating local particle

velocity magnitude ranging from 0 (dark) to 344 μms−1 (light)]. The dotted line is placed at y = CEt=60 s ⋅ h and indicates that 95% of the particles in the upper half of the

channel are located above this line at time t = 60 s. (b) Concentration enhancement as function of time. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,

the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

mode, which is n = 5. As a general trend we observe that combined modes with higher frequencies concentrate better but the

scaling is not clear as in the case of the single modes.

We focus on the result for 100 nm PS particles with the 2 + 4 mode combination, (indicated with a circle in Fig. 7). The

calculated particle tracks at time t = 12.0 s are shown in Fig. 8a and the time evolution of the concentration enhancement (or

equivalently the vertical particle distribution) is shown in Fig. 8b. From the particle tracks a streaming flow pattern is visible

with four rolls per quadrant, like the n = 4 mode. The addition of the n = 2 modes leads to unequally sized rolls with two

large rolls on the sides and two small rolls in the middle of each quadrant, which matches the superposition of the streaming

patterns for n = 2 and n = 4 shown in Fig. 3. The rolls are also displaced compared with the roll positions for n = 4: the four

inner rolls between x = ±w∕4 are approximately 5 μm closer to x = 0, while the outer rolls are displaced the same amount to

the outside. Most particles are trapped in the streaming flow of the large rolls and slowly spiral inwards as time progresses,

as shown in Fig. 8b. A possible explanation for the spiraling could be an asymmetry in the radiation force caused by the slight

displacements of the rolls and their non-circular shape. In case of single modes the radiation force is symmetric around the

roll center and aligned with the symmetrically shaped streaming flows. The radiation force on the particle during one period

of orbiting the roll center then leads to an average zero particle displacement. The roll displacements relative to the radiation

force field and the asymmetric shape of the rolls caused by mode combination might introduce asymmetry, resulting in a small

inward-pointing displacement every turn and subsequently causing the inward spiraling. The concentration by inward-spiraling

is also observed using combined modes 1 + 2, 1 + 3 and 3 + 4 and this explains the improved concentration compared with

single mode excitation. The inward-spiraling for these modes can likewise be explained by the asymmetry reasoning above.

Further study should lead to a more precise description and explanation of this effect.

5. Discussion

The results obtained do not include particle-particle or particle-fluid interactions so are valid only for low concentrations

of particles. The accuracy of the particle tracing is limited by the assumption of point-like particles, especially in the streaming

source regions close to the horizontal walls which contains large spatial gradients in the streaming velocity. This leads to a

high sensitivity of the resulting particle trace on the particle position prior to entering the streaming source region. This effect

can be seen when comparing Fig. 5c to d where the particle positions are symmetric around x = 0 at t = 1.02 s, but some are

asymmetric at t = 2.7 s shortly after going the source region. In Fig. 8a we also see a small asymmetry in the fraction of particles

adhering to the wall. Additionally we see a small left-right asymmetry for particle tracks in regions with very low velocity like

in the depleted regions of 8a, which might be due to the assumed boundary conditions for the second-order velocity. Overall we

expect a small error in the quantitative results due to these assumptions but no effect on the qualitative results.

This also suggests a few improvements for follow-up studies. The effect of Brownian motion becomes increasingly impor-

tant for submicrometer sized particles and thus could be included for improved modeling accuracy of particle concentration.
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Another interesting route would be to include resonance modes which are spatially orthogonal to the modes described in this

paper. Combining orthogonal modes is straightforward when the modes have a sufficiently large frequency difference because

then the resulting first-order and time-averaged second-order fields can be linearly combined. Orthogonal modes at the same

frequency are experimentally indistinguishable (the relative phase between the modes is ill-defined, but important [24]) so the

use of frequency-separated modes simplifies experimental realization. Experimental verification of the second-order boundary

condition would improve the accuracy of simulations, as well as including a wall-correction to the drag force. Generally the

drag force is underestimated by equation (5) when the particle is close to the walls (within tens of micrometers [26]). Finally, an

analytic study could improve the understanding of the role of asymmetry in spiraling particle concentration using simultaneous

excitation.

Experimental verification of the results found is important and we note that the geometry of the streaming-assisted concen-

tration method is different from usual experiments. The method shown concentrates particles in horizontal layers close to the

walls instead of concentration of particles into vertical sheets, which is the case for classic acoustophoretic systems. However,

by rotation of the geometry described in the this paper by 90◦, i.e. by exciting vertical resonances, one can directly use the reg-

ular microchannel geometries and fabrication methods [2]. Particles are then concentrated towards the side walls and can be

extracted using the side outlets while the depleted fluid is extracted using the center outlet in standard trifurcation geometries

[42,43]. Combined with recirculation techniques we expect that enrichment of very small submicrometer particles is possible

with high recovery [44].

6. Conclusion

We numerically solved the thermoviscous acoustic problem in a water-filled rectangular microchannel for the first five hor-

izontal acoustic resonances using a perturbation series. The first and second-order fields are obtained with good convergence

and are consistent with experimental results from literature. The acoustic radiation force and streaming drag force are calcu-

lated from the fields for single modes and for combinations of simultaneously excited modes. The calculated force fields are

used to perform particle tracing on small PS beads which closely mimics particle acoustophoretic experiments. We show that

submicrometer sized PS particles are concentrated in streaming layers due to the limited vertical extent of the streaming flow

combined with a stronger radiation force at higher frequencies. This leads to a significantly lower particle size limit for PS

particles in water using higher-order resonances.

Simultaneous excitation of two modes can lead to improved concentration of submicrometer particles in the streaming layer

but also in the channel center, depending on mode geometry and scaling of the forces. We observe concentration of particles as

small as 100 nm by spiraling into the streaming rolls and offer an asymmetry argument as explanation. With this paper we set

a next step towards engineering of streaming patterns for acoustophoretic concentration of submicrometer particles.
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Appendix A. Scattering coefficients of the acoustic radiation force

The theory is taken from Karlsen and Bruus, ref. [25], and is included here for completeness. The monopole scattering coeffi-

cient including viscous and thermal effects for a particle with radius a much smaller than the acoustic wavelength is written in

shorthand as

cM = cM1 + cM2H

1 + cM3H
(A.1a)

with

cM1 = 1 − 𝜅s (A.1b)

cM2 = 3(𝛾 − 1)
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with a tilde over a parameter indicating the ratio of particle parameter to fluid parameter, e.g. 𝜌0 = 𝜌ps∕𝜌0, and with the follow-

ing definitions:

𝜉 = 𝛼s

𝜌0c̃p

, 𝜒 = 1 − 4

3

(
ct,ps

cs,ps

)2

(A.1f)

kT = 1 + i

𝛿T

[
1 + i

2
(𝛾 − 1)(Γs − ΓT)
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(A.1g)
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4

3
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2
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The dipole scattering coefficient including viscous and thermal effects is written as

cD = cD1(1 − G)
cD1 + 3(1 − G)

(A.2a)

with the following subcoefficient and function G

cD1 = 2
(
𝜌0 − 1

)
G(a, 𝜔) = 3

ksa

(
1

ksa
− i

)
and ks = 1 + i

𝛿s

. (A.2b)
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